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To understand from where and which channels our users are coming from, i

would start with monitering metrics such as # of new website visits, traffic

by channel. It is also important to know how many user left the website

without performing key actions/goals, so bounce rate will also be

monitored. To also determine the number of valuable new users, i will

definitely look into the ratio of new sign ups/week. 

To quantise these number with repect to cost so as to gauge the growth of

the business, i will closely monitor, Customer Acquisition Cost (CAC), Cost

per App Install and Cost per Click (CPC). 

Acquisition
Where Are Our Users / Customers Coming From?



Measuring the completion of this goal, will give details to the # of users who

have not only successfully signed up but also experienced atleast one core

feature of zoom. This metric can be derived by measuring the # of users

completing1 successful zoom meeting within 7 days of sign up. We can

also track the conversion rate and click through rate to get further insights.  

Activation is one of the most important metrics for any SaaS company. To

differentiate between the user sign ups and those users who have

experienced the core features of zoom, it's crucial to set a particular

milestone/goal.

Activation
How good is the user’s / customer’s first experience



Customer retention is the keystone for any customer success strategy.

There are many different types of customer retention metrics that one can

track. Engagement is also a part of retention strategy because, only an

engaged customer can eventually be retained. A high retention rate

suggests, you have a low churn rate which is a good news for the business.

# of meetings/month and renewal rates provide insights about the usage

which can also be correlated to the customer retention cost. 

Retention
How good is the user’s / customer’s first experience



Referral
How can you turn your customers into your advocates?

Refferals arent difficult to track but they maybe the hardest metrics to grow.

Highly satisfied Customer tend to become our advocates. They are the

brand loyalists that will help us on putting aquisition on auto pilot. Net

promoter score is the industry standard metric to measure satisfaction.

CSAT and Viral coefficient are other lever metrics to be monitored. 



The ultimate goal of any business is to generate revenue and make profits.

This can be measured in a time bound  manner, such as monthly, quarterly

and yearly. Monthly recurring revenue and annual recurring revenue are

time bound revenue metrics. 

Revenue can also be determined based on the user base. Customer lifetime

value, average revenue/user and average revenue/account. Churn rate is

also calculated for revenue to identity the net loss in revenue.

Revenue
How can you increase revenue?



AARRR

Acquisition

New website visits
Customer Acquisition Cost
(CAC)
Cost per Click (CPC) 
Bounce Rate
Cost per App Install
# of new sign-ups/week 
Traffic to the website by
channels 

Activation 

Click through rate 
% of paid subscribers
within 7 days of signing up
Conversion Rate
Completed 1 successfull
zoom meeting 

Retention

Customer Retention
Rate
Customer Retention
Cost (CRC)
Number of Sessions
per User
Churn Rate
# of meetings/month
Rate of Adoption
Renewal Rate

Referral

Net Promoter Score
(NPS)
Viral Coefficient
CSAT — Customer
Satisfaction Score
Referral Invites Sent

Revenue

Customer Lifetime
Value (CLV) 
Average Revenue per
user (ARPU) 
Trial-to-Paid
Conversion Rate
Revenue Churn Rate
Monthly Recurring
Revenue (MRR)
Average Revenue per
Account (ARPA)

Metrics for Zoom 

https://webengage.com/blog/17-customer-retention-metrics-you-need-to-track-with-offline-calculator/#RCR
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thank you


